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ABSTRACT. The basic position of the modern ideology of earthquake engineering is based on the idea that a
structure should be designed so that it suffers almost no damage at an earthquake, the occurrence of which is most
probable in the given area during the lifetime of the structure. This statement is essentially based on the so-called
Performance Based Design, the ideology of the 21st century. In the article attention is focused on the fact that the
modern ideology of earthquake engineering assigns structures to a dangerous zone in which their behavior is
defined by processes of damage and destruction of materials, which is a nonequilibrium process and demands
application of special refined methods of research. In such conditions use of ratios that correspond to static conditions
of loading to describe the process of damage of materials appears to be unfounded. The article raises the question of
the necessity of working out a new mathematical model of behavior of materials and structures at rapid intensive
impacts. © 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Earthquake has always been a familiar phenomenon
to mankind. First humans lived, to use modern terminol-
ogy, in seismoactive zones and tried to protect themselves
somehow from this insidious natural phenomenon. As to
the ideology of earthquake engineering, for its beginning
one may accept the last third of the 19th century and to

single out some important stages of its development, the
last of which is presented schematically below.

In this Table [1], the so-called Performance Based
Design, named the ideology of the 21st century [2], is pre-
sented. It rests on the position which was formulated al-
ready at the initial stages of development of the ideology

 Fully operational Operational Life safe Near collapse 

Frequent     

Occasional      

Rare      

Very rare     

 Basic facilities;      Essential or hazardous facilities;     Critical facil ities. 

 Unacceptable performance   

Table

The scheme of Performance Based Design [1]
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of earthquake engineering and which states the follow-
ing.

In seismically active regions weak earthquakes occur
more often than strong ones, therefore, the structure
should be designed so that it remains standing  almost
without damage at a weak earthquake which, taking into
account the seismic activity of the territory of construc-
tion, is the most probable to occur during the period of
operation of the structure. At stronger earthquakes, whose
probability of occurrence is less than a weak one, the
structure should receive damage of various degrees. All
this is seen well in the above scheme where the intensity
range of earthquakes is divided into four parts and ac-
cordingly, in the four parts the range of the condition of a
structure is presented, beginning from the intact condi-
tion to a condition close to collapse. Let us pay attention
to one important circumstance - except weak earthquakes,
at all stronger earthquakes, it is required that a different
damage rate in a pise in the structure! It may be said that
the modern ideology of earthquake engineering not only
does not try to keep the structure away from a dangerous
zone, where it can receive damage, but on the contrary, it
tries to locate the building in this zone and demands that
the structure rationally use its resources and in such way
resist destructive impact of the earthquake.

The reality dictates an absolutely different situation.
At the impact of seismic waves the behavior of a struc-
ture is predetermined by processes of damage and de-
struction of the material of the structure, which are sub-
ject to complex nonlinear laws belonging to nonequilibrium
processes of thermodynamics. What are the laws of
nonlinear mechanics, especially at strong nonlinearity,
which operate at destruction of materials, are well known
to all. I shall only quote an extract from the monograph
[3], one of whose authors, I. Prigozhin has been awarded
the Nobel Prize for researches in the field of nonequilibrium
processes of thermodynamics:

“A special place in our analysis is given to the sud-
den occurrence of chaotic dynamics – a natural tendency
of a wide class of systems in transition to conditions in
which both deterministic and unpredictable behavior are
revealed”.

Now we shall see what means modern ideology of
earthquake engineering  uses to forecast the differenti-
ated levels of damage of structures at earthquakes. We
shall focus attention on one main question - on methods
of designing structures. Modern building codes [4] and
software packages offer several methods of designing
structures:

- Spectral method with its modifications,
- Non-linear time-history analysis; the solution of

systems of nonlinear differential equations with account
of time (so-called step-by-step methods),

- Non-linear static ( pushover) analysis. A conditional
static method – so-called Pushover Design Method.

These algorithms are realized in modern powerful pro-
gram systems such, as ANSYS, DYNA3D [5] and others.
As said above, complexity of establishing the picture of
damage and destruction of structures determines the prop-
erties of the material of the structure, in particular nonlinear
dependences between stresses and deformations
(rheological ratios). In modern softwear packages more
than 200 models of such ratios are given and it would
seem there is a big possibility of choice among them, but
all of them give the picture of behavior of the material at a
static regime of external impact.  They are used in design-
ing some objects for dynamic, including seismic, impacts.
A paradoxical situation! At seismic impact the structure is
damaged, or even collapses over a short time interval (min-
utes), and studying of this fast process the model of dam-
age of a material is used at slow static external influences.

Let us explain that, if deformations of material are
small, the behavior of material at fast and slow conditions
of loading qualitatively do not differ from each other. On
the contrary, when material deformation is big, i.e. when
we force a material to fall outside the limits of intact con-
dition, then the pictures of behavior of the material at fast
and slow conditions of loading qualitatively can differ
from each other. For example, at slow loading creep and
plasticity phenomena appear, and at fast loading they will
have no time to manifest themselves. Moreover, at some
types of deformation, the plasticity phenomena are not
manifested even at slow loading. And at a complex  com-
bination of fast external influence, even it is mentally im-
possible to foresee the character of behavior of a material.
Such complex combination of fast intensive stresses arises
in structures at the influence of strong intensive seismic
waves. In such complex dynamic conditions, prognosti-
cation of the levels of damage of structures on the basis
of application of ratios characteristic of slow static condi-
tions of loading, we define as discrepancy of external
dynamic and local static mathematical models and we con-
sider such position unjustified and even hazardous.

To all aforesaid it is necessary to add that seismic
impact, i.e. character of seismic waves, their parameters,
duration, frequency etc. can never be set with any satis-
factory accuracy. How sensitive are the pictures of dam-
age and destruction of different structures to small or big
deviations of external rapid impact have not been studied
either.

The aforementioned two circumstances make us give
a negative answer to the question asked in the title of the
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paper, namely that today‘s ideology of earthquake engi-
neering does not possess sufficient arguments to state
that it ensures reliability of   forecasting of declared levels
of damage of a structure at an earthquake. This question
was repeatedly raised in our publications [6,7].

Such is the real situation in one of the important direc-
tions of human activity - in the field of building in active
seismic regions of our planet. If we agree with the above
assessment, it is necessary to stir up activity without delay
in the direction of perfecting the existing, or creation of a
new model of the process of damage and destruction of
structure at fast, intensive, in particular seismic influences.

One direction of such researches will without fail be con-
nected with studying the processes of crack formation and
destruction of materials on micro and mesoscale. The mod-
ern level of development of science gives the chance for
such researches. Such studies are carried out, publications,
conferences are held, there are interesting results and rec-
ommendations [8,9]. Against the background of such in-
vestigations attempts can be made on better ground at
applying extreme principles of thermodynamics for the crea-
tion of new and assessment of the reliability of the existing
engineering methods of calculation of structures to with-
stand strong, intensive influences.

samSeneblo meqanika

uzrunvelyofs Tu ara seismomedegi mSeneblobis
Tanamedrove koncefcia nagebobaTa dazianebis
deklarirebul doneebs miwisZvrisas

g. gabriCiZe

akademiis wevri, k. zavrievis samSeneblo meqanikis da seismomedegobis instituti, Tbilisi.

seismomedegi proeqtirebis Tanamedrove ideologiis sayrdeni pozicia mdgomareobs imaSi, rom
nageboba unda daproeqtdes ise, rom TiTqmis dauzianeblad gauZlos am teritoriis seismuri
reJimisTvis damaxasiaTebel yvelaze ufro mosalodnel xSir miwisZvras, xolo ufro iSviaTi, anu
ufro Zlieri miwisZvrebisas, miiRos garkveuli donis sxvadasxva xarisxis dazianebebi. es Seadgens
arss axali, XXI saukunis ideologiisasac, romelsac uwodeben Performance Based Design. werilSi
Camoyalibebulia mosazreba, rom am ideologias nageboba Sehyavs saSiS zonaSi, romelSic mis
qcevas gansazRvraven uwonasworo bunebis mqone procesebis kanonebi. es moiTxovs kvlevebs faqizi
meTodebis gamoyenebiT. am TvalsazrisiT, uxeSad SeiZleba miviCnioT Tanamedrove seismomedegi
proeqtirebisas gamoyenebuli midgoma, roca nagebobis dazianebisa da rRvevis dinamikuri procesebis
Seswavlisas gamoiyeneben samSeneblo masalebis dazianebisa da rRvevis models, romelic Seesabameba
masalis qcevas masze statikuri, neli datvirTvebis moqmedebisas. am da sxva garemoebebze miTiTebiT,
werilSi gamoTqmulia mosazreba, rom seismomedegi proeqtirebis Tanamedrove ideologia ver
uzrunvelyofs nagebobaTa prognozirebul dazianebaTa diferencirebul doneebs miwisZvrisas.
dasmulia axali mimarTulebiT kvlevebis Catarebis aucileblobis sakiTxi.
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